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i heard that nihongo so matome was the best
way to study for the jlpt. i bought it and started
to study. i was really impressed by how well i
could learn. i am thinking of buying nihongo sou
matome for the jlpt soon. if you are studying for
the jlpt, please buy nihongo sou matome. this
nihongo so-matome jlpt n3 is suitable for those
looking to pass the jlpt n3. it will take you just six
weeks to prepare for the exam. the first two
weeks are devoted to kanji, vocabulary and
pronunciation. the next three weeks cover
grammar. the final week consists of listening
exercises. nihongo sou-matome jlpt n2 is a
collection of nine books focusing on different
aspects of the japanese language for those
preparing to take the jlpt n2. the books are: 1.
kanji, 2. vocabulary, 3. grammar, 4. reading and
writing, 5. n4 kanji vocabulary, 6. n4 kanji, 7. n4
reading, 8. n4 writing, 9. kanji/vocabulary tasks.
each book is intended to be used as a part of the
preparation process. there are two nihongo sou-
matome books that cover the jlpt n3. both books
focus on the same language skills, but they differ
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in their approach. the first book is for those who
are familiar with japanese and are ready to move
to the n3. the second book contains similar
material to the n2, and is intended for those who
are still preparing for the n2. ive never been
interested in taking one of the jlpt but i was kinda
interested what their difficulty level for reading
comprehension would be. so i just bought one
from the well known jlpt preparing book series
called nihongo so-matome (). they offer a
plethora of books covering the whole range of jlpt
difficulties from n5 to n1.

Nihongo Sou Matome N4 Pdf 319

The Nihongo So Matome series follows all of the
different JLPT levels. Vocabulary, kanji, reading,
listening, and grammar are organized according
to their JLPT exams' appearance. This collection

offers you a consistent method to not review
things you have already learned, which saves
you lots of time while studying. This listening
comprehension practice workbook is a new
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addition to the popular So-matome JLPT N2
series.The books are designed for individuals

planning to take the JLPT N2 exam, each focusing
on a different area of the test. Nihongo So-

matome JLPT N2: Listening Comprehension is
suitable for Japanese language learners who have
mastered the intermediate level and want to take
the next step toward advanced Japanese.It is also
great practice to understand everyday Japanese
conversation. It doesnt exactly use the matome

method, but it’s not all bad. It’s kind of like
learning a foreign language. You try to learn it
from the letter book and grammar book. If you

need, you check the dictionary or look it up
online. When you have memorised the

vocabulary, you slowly read the sentences. You
must be patient. It will take a while. What offers a
boon to language immersion purists presents the
most frustrating point of Nihongo S-Matome for
casual learners. In the long run examining the

nuances between the meaning of similar
grammar points may be the best way to master

them. But for people studying for the JLPT on
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what the book proposes as a two month program,
this can be frustrating. Instead of relying on one

study source, outside research becomes
necessary. 5ec8ef588b
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